A Pilot Split-face Comparison of Q-switched (QS) Single Pulse versus QS Quick Pulse-to-pulse 1,064-nm Nd:YAG Laser Treatment in a Patient with Melasma
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Melasma is a common disorder that clinically presents as symmetric ill-defined hyperpigmented macules and patches on the face. In the current split-face, evaluator-blinded study, we treated a female patient with eight sessions of 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser treatment at one-week intervals. Utilizing the Q-switched (QS) quick pulse-to-pulse (Q-PTP) mode, in reference to the laser settings, 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser energy can be irradiated at split fluences and at a dual-pulse interval of 80-μsec. On the right side of the face, 1,064-nm QS single pulse Nd:YAG laser treatment was administered with the settings of 1.6 J/cm², a spot size of 7-mm, and 1,200 shots. On the left side, 1,064-nm QS Q-PTP Nd:YAG laser treatment was administered with the settings of 1.6 J/cm² irradiated at dual pulses of 0.8 J/cm² at 80-μsec intervals, a spot size of 7-mm, and 1,200 shots. Results of objective clinical assessment showed better clinical outcomes with less treatment-associated pain with QS Q-PTP-treatment than with QS single-pulse-treatment. However, clinical outcomes were subjectively indistinguishable between QS single pulse- and QS Q-PTP-treatments. Transient or persistent post-treatment erythema and newly developed punctate leukoderma lesions were not reported for either side of the face. Pre-existing punctate leukoderma lesions became obscure, especially on the QS Q-PTP-treated side, with improvement of the melasma lesions. We suggest that the QS Q-PTP mode may be of use in treatment of melasma, particularly on the relatively thin skin of the periorbital regions and in pain-sensitive and erythema-prone patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Melasma is a common disorder that clinically presents as symmetric ill-defined hyperpigmented macules and patches on the face.1 Previously, a multicenter survey reported that melasma most commonly affects female patients with Fitzpatrick skin photo types III and IV; reports of melasma lesions are far less common in males than in females.2,4 While numerous studies respectively favor the use of various treatment modalities, including topical bleaching agents, chemical peelings, oral tranexamic acid, and several kinds of light or laser devices, the optimal treatment for melasma has not yet been determined and is still under investigation, especially for different skin ethnicity.5-8 Among the light- or laser-based therapies, use of 1,064-nm Q-switched (QS) Nd:YAG lasers with low fluence for subcellular selective photothermolysis of melanocytes has been effectively and safely applied in the treatment of melasma.5-8,10-12 However, not all patients with melasma achieve satisfactory clinical outcomes with this treatment, and adverse events, including post-treatment petechiae, punctate leukoderma, and rebound hyperpigmentation, commonly develop.12,13

In reference to laser settings, the QS quick pulse-to-pulse (Q-PTP) mode irradiates 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser energy of split fluence and at dual-pulse intervals of 80-μsec. Comparison study between QS single pulse Nd:YAG and QS Q-PTP Nd:YAG treatments, performed on postinflammatory hyperpigmented forearms, demonstrated that QS Q-PTP treatment results in better clinical outcomes without remarkable post-treatment hypopigmentation than QS single pulse treatment.13 In the present split-face, evaluator-blinded study, we compared the clinical efficacy and safety of QS single pulse Nd:YAG versus QS Q-PTP Nd:YAG treatments in a female patient with melasma.

CASE REPORT

A 33-year-old Korean female patient with Fitzpatrick skin photo type IV participated in this study. This study was reviewed and approved by the ethics board of Clinque L Dermatology (Goyang, Korea) and Lutronic Corporation (Goyang, Korea). The patient was clinically diagnosed with melasma and had previously been treated with topical bleaching agents and laser and light therapies, including 1,064-nm low-fluenced Nd:YAG laser treatment. However, remarkable clinical improvement could not be obtained and the lesions had progressed. She denied having any laser or light treatment or using topical bleaching agents within the previous six months and was not pregnant or immunosuppressed.

After obtaining written informed consent, the patient was treated with eight sessions of 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser (SPECTRA XTTM, Lutronic corporation) treatment at one-week intervals. On the right side of her face, 1,064-nm QS single pulse Nd:YAG and QS Q-PTP Nd:YAG treatments, performed on postinflammatory hyperpigmented forearms, demonstrated that QS Q-PTP treatment results in better clinical outcomes without remarkable post-treatment hypopigmentation than QS single pulse treatment.13 In the present split-face, evaluator-blinded study, we compared the clinical efficacy and safety of QS single pulse Nd:YAG versus QS Q-PTP Nd:YAG treatments in a female patient with melasma.
Fig. 2. Ultraviolet light-exposed photos taken (A) before and (B) one month after eight sessions of 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser treatment show hyperpigmented patches distributed across the patient’s forehead, perioral area, and nose, as well as malar areas.

Fig. 3. (A, B) Normal light-exposed and (C, D) ultraviolet-violet exposed photos of the right side of the face treated with 1,064-nm QS single pulse Nd:YAG laser treatment. (A and C) Before and (B and D) one month after the laser treatments.
overlapping. On the left side of her face, 1,064-nm QS Q-PTP Nd:YAG laser treatment was delivered with the settings of 1.6 J/cm², irradiated at dual pulses of 0.8 J/cm² and 80-μsec intervals, a pulse duration of 5-10-nsec, a 7-mm spot size, and 1200 shots with appropriate overlapping. During the course of treatment, she used neither bleaching agents nor oral contraceptives. The patient was recommended to avoid excessive sun-exposure and to apply a broad-spectrum sunscreen during and after the treatment, equally on both side of her face.

Objective clinical assessment was performed at one month after the final treatment by three separate blinded dermatologists using photographs taken before and after each treatment with a pigment imaging tool (Janus®, PSI corporation, Ltd., Seoul, Korea) under normal and ultraviolet light exposures. Objective improvement score was also recorded using a global aesthetic improvement scale (GAIS) of ‘worse than before’ (score: -1); ‘clinically unchanged’ (score: 0); ‘slightly improved’ (score: 1); ‘moderately improved’ (score: 2); and ‘markedly improved’ (score: 3). The patient was also asked to report on pain during the treatment using a visual analogue scale (VAS) and any side effects.

Initial photos under normal light exposure showed malar distribution of melasma lesions (Fig. 1A). Additional photos taken under ultraviolet light exposure revealed hyperpigmented patches distributed along the patient’s forehead, perioral area, and nose, as well as malar areas (Fig. 2A). Overall, clinical improvement was noticeable from the third session of QS single pulse and QS Q-PTP 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser treatments, and remarkable improvement was recorded at one month after final treatment (Fig. 1B and 2B).

Objective clinical assessment revealed better clinical outcomes (mean GAIS score: 2.7 in QS Q-PTP vs. 2.3 in
QS single pulse) with less treatment-associated pain (VAS score: 2 in QS Q-PTP vs. 4 in QS single pulse) with the QS Q-PTP-treatment than the QS single pulse-treatment (Fig. 3 and 4). Nevertheless, the patient was satisfied with the clinical outcomes on both sides of her face. Moreover, while lesser treatment-associated pain was reported for the QS Q-PTP-treated side, clinical outcomes were subjectively indistinguishable between QS single pulse- and QS Q-PTP-treatments. Transient or persistent post-treatment erythema was not recorded for either side of the face. Pre-existing punctate leukoderma lesions, which were noticed on the ultraviolet light-exposed baseline photos, became obscure, especially on the QS Q-PTP-treated side, with improvement of the melasma lesions. Also, on either side, no newly developed punctate leukoderma lesions were observed.

**DISCUSSION**

The use of a 1,064-nm QS Nd:YAG laser of low fluence and 5-10-ns pulse duration has been investigated by numerous studies for the treatment of melasma. After application of such treatment, the ultrastructural features of epidermal melanocytes have been shown to comprise fewer dendrites. Additionally, according to a transmission electron microscopic study, mature stage IV melanosomes can be selectively photothermolysed using a low-fluenced QS Nd:YAG laser. Moreover, preservation of epidermal melanocytes can be achieved with the use of low fluence nonablative laser treatment with a short pulse duration for selective photothermolysis of target melanosomes.

Previously, histopathological analyses of patients with melasma, who demonstrated remarkable clinical improvement after successive treatment of low fluence 1,064-nm QS Nd:YAG laser, revealed significant decreases in the expression of melanogenesis-associated proteins, including tyrosinase-related proteins, α-melanocytic-stimulating hormone, stem cell factor, and nerve growth factor, after laser treatment. However, Melan-A and SOX-10 expression was not affected by the laser treatment. Post-laser treatment punctate leukoderma, an adverse event associated with relatively higher fluence in this kind of 1,064-nm QS Nd:YAG laser treatment approach, also presented the normal number of melanocytes, but reduced the number and size of melanosomes.

In the present study, we compared the therapeutic efficacy and safety of QS single pulse mode and QS Q-PTP mode laser treatment of melasma, utilizing a 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser. We used the laser settings of 1.6 J/cm² and a 7-mm spot size, and evaluated the patient with photos under normal and ultraviolet light exposure as described in the previous report. In doing so, we recorded remarkable clinical outcomes for QS Q-PTP mode laser treatment that were similar to those for QS single pulse mode laser treatment, even with the half-fluence and dual-pulse treatment at 80-μsec intervals. Although only one subject was investigated in this pilot study, the result exhibited better objective improvements in the refractory melasma lesions along the malar area on the QS Q-PTP-treated side of the face than on the QS single pulse-treated side. In our study, we used a 1,064-nm Nd:YAG laser with 80-μsec pulse intervals, which were shorter than those in a previous report. We discerned that laser pulses could have delivered on the approximately identical target chromophores by shortening the intervals between dual pulses.

The patient in our study initially presented with post-laser treatment punctate leukoderma on the melasma lesions, from previous treatments. A previous report suggested that the risk factors for this adverse event include the use of a relatively high-energy laser setting, non-uniform energy output of QS Nd:YAG laser, the delivery of multiple passes, and treatment of melasma lesions on periorbital areas. As well, patients who present with post-laser therapy transient erythema are known to be at risk for developing hypopigmented macules within the melasma lesions. Notwithstanding, in the present study, with use of the QS Q-PTP mode, preexisting post-laser treatment punctate leukoderma became noticeably obscure, even though the melasma lesions were located along periorbital areas in our erythema-prone patient.

In this split-face, evaluator-blinded study, QS Q-PTP Nd:YAG treatment was proved to be safe and effective in treating periorbital melasma in a single female patient. Accordingly, we suggest that the QS Q-PTP mode may be of use in treating melasma, especially on the relatively thin skin of the periorbital regions and in pain-sensitive and erythema-prone patients.
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